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COVID-19 Real Estate Sentiment Survey and the Truncated V-Curve, with a Tail…
by Charles A. Hewlett, Managing Director and Taylor Mammen, Senior Managing Director
As the current coronavirus pandemic reaches a (hopefully) peak in the U.S. and the extent of the devastation to the economy comes into
focus – 22 million unemployed, thus far, with downstream impacts to everything from retail sales, sporting events, the price of oil, and
the stock market (regardless of a mini bull market in the past week or so) – we have begun to think about what the recovery is going to
look like, which real estate segments will be the winners and losers in the “Great Lockdown,” and what is happening in the real estate
capital markets? And so we asked our client base of real estate market professionals to tell us what they thought, in this special edition
COVID-19 Real Estate Sentiment Survey.
Survey responses were solicited the week of April 13-17, and we expect this sentiment to continue to evolve as we gain a line of sight
to a possible flattening of the curve and a return to normal life and commerce - probably in a rolling fashion, and possibly with variation
across the country. We will conduct the survey again in two weeks and track the progression of the sentiment.
Survey participants were asked three questions:
1.

There is little doubt that we are now in, or soon heading for, a recession in the U.S., and so the question is, which scenario, ranging
from a relatively quick recovery to a more prolonged downturn, do you believe is most likely for a recovery?

2. What impact will the scenario you have selected have on various real estate segments, ranging from no impact though dramatic
impact on prices, revenues and/or values?
3. What impact do you believe the downturn scenario you have selected will have on the ability to secure capital for your real estate
activities, including continued funding for projects under construction, to refinancings, to debt and equity capital for new projects?
Here’s what we learned.

RECOVERY SCENARIOS
The recovery will take some time.
Wide U-Curve

Wide U-Curve: managed control of new COVID-19
cases helping to flatten the curve, but stretching the
economic impact across the balance of 2020

32%

Narrow U-Curve: peak new COVID-19 cases in the U.S.
higher and delayed until May

32%

Narrow U-Curve

L-Curve

L-Curve: the country continues to deal with new COVID19, or sees a resurgence in the fall that requires
additional rounds of social distancing throughout 2020
and into 2021

22%

V-Curve

V-Curve: relatively quick recovery with peak new
COVID-19 cases in the U.S. in mid-April

11%
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V-Curve – Not Likely
Very few survey respondents expect to see a rapid snapback of the economy, with peak new COVID-19 cases in the U.S. by mid-April only 11% indicating that we can expect a “V-Curve.”

Prolonged Downturn, But Robust Return to Growth – Pretty Likely
Rather, the majority expect to see either more a prolonged downturn with 32% calling for a “Wide U-Curve” with managed control of
new COVID-19 cases helping to flatten the curve, but stretching the economic impact across the balance of 2020; and the same 32%
calling for a “Narrow U-Curve” with peak cases occurring in May 2020; but in both cases a fairly robust return to growth once the
economy opens up again for business.

Long Slog – Can’t Rule It Out
Finally, a not insignificant percentage (22%) believe that the effects of the coronavirus pandemic will have deep and longer-term impacts
on the U.S. economy. In this scenario, respondents expect that the country will be dealing with new COVID-19 cases, or possibly see a
resurgence in the fall that requires additional rounds of social distancing throughout 2020 and into 2021.
We would expect the number of respondents gravitating towards a more pessimistic outlook for the economy to increase as the extent
of the damage becomes more evident.

Truncated V-Curve, With a Tail
Here at RCLCO we believe that a “Truncated V-Curve” with a slightly longer tail is the most likely outcome for the shape of the recovery.

COVID-19 & RCLCO POV – THREE STAGES TO RECOVERY IN THE U.S.
STAGE

INDICATORS

TIMING

1

Flattened Curve

Late April/early May 2020

2

Declining Cases

Mid-June 2020

3

Healthcare Breakthrough

Q4 2020

Truncated V-Curve

Without Federal Stimulus Intervention

With Federal Stimulus Intervention
Source: RCLCO Real Estate Advisors

2020 GDP -5% to -6%
2021 GDP +5% to +7%
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This curve, intended for illustrative purposes only, envisions an
economy that, but for federal stimulus intervention, was likely
headed for a much deeper and pronounced crash, from which it
may have recovered quite quickly upon reopening of the economy.
The stimulus created somewhat of a floor and is helping us avoid
the pointy and decidedly unpleasant bottom of what could have
otherwise been something even worse.
We believe there will be a relatively robust initial recovery as
many of jobs lost were merely deferred and many can be rehired
from a state of suspended animation without too much time or
friction. However, given the magnitude of the disruption, it will
likely take some time to regain all of the lost ground – reemerging
from this crisis is not going to be an “event,” rather it will be a
“process” – and we will likely see elevated unemployment rates
for the balance of 2020 and into the first half of 2021 above the
long-term average of 5.7%.
So bumping along this floor, what does a recovery look like? We
see a three-stage process to extricating ourselves from this
disaster.

Stage 1: Flatten the Curve – Late April/Early May
With evidence from China, South Korea, and other places around
the globe as possible guides, there is a reasonable case to be
made that once we begin to see a flattening in the curve of
new COVID-19 cases in the U.S., hopefully in late April to early
May, we can begin the process of adding to the list of “essential
services,” and begin to see improvements in consumer confidence
that will lead to more spending. The economic impacts from the
first confirmed case to this flattening of the curve are likely to
be unprecedented, with -20% to -25% declines in GDP and over
30 million Americans unemployed. During the one- to two-month
“flattening” period, we expect to see a healthy expansion with +/5% GDP growth as a sizeable portion of the “essential” economy
gets back to work.

Stage 2: Declining Cases – Mid-June/Early July
With significantly improved testing and more focused quarantining
leading to more recovered than active cases over a two- to threemonth period, many more will go back to work, but the situation
will still be very far from normal, with schools still closed,
hesitation to travel, dine in restaurants, attend sporting events,
etc., and still a significant amount of teleworking taking place.
In this stage, half of the GDP loss is regained and begins to grow
from here. Assuming this stage continues through Q3 2020, and
gains steam through the end of the year, the U.S. economy will
still likely be in the red for the year 2020, with year over year GDP
declines of between -5% and -6%. Unemployment by the end of
the year, while improving, will still likely be in the low double or
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high single digits.

Stage 3: Healthcare Breakthrough – Q4 2020
With a potential breakthroughs in more effective and widespread
testing and therapies to reduce mortality rates of those infected
(all of which is being pursued vigorously across the globe), but
prior to a true vaccine being developed, which could take 12 to 18
months, the U.S. economy is poised to get back to a “new normal.”
Under this scenario, people are back to work, social gathering,
traveling, and spending money. The rapid pace of GDP growth
begun in the second half of 2020 will continue into 2021, and this
year could see most of the losses recouped. However, it will still
take some time, perhaps the balance of 2021, to regain all of the
jobs lost and get back to pre-COVID-19 levels of employment, and
some economic sectors, and likely some real estate segments,
may never fully recover.

Downside Scenario
There is of course a chance that the curve does not flatten as
hoped/expected, or that there is a resurgence, or possibly regional
waves and hotspots, that continue to course over the U.S., and/or
that the healthcare breakthrough does not come until later which
results in a longer and slower recovery. In this case, there could
be an additional -3% decline by some estimates in 2020 GDP, and
the beginning of the recovery could stretch into the latter half of
2021.

IMPACT ON REAL ESTATE
So what impact will this downturn and likely recovery scenario
have on various real estate sectors and segments? Survey
respondents to the RCLCO COVID-19 Real Estate Sentiment
Survey believe that hotel, retail (particularly destination, lifestyle,
and entertainment retail that depend upon more than 10 people
gathering closer than six feet apart), and resort residential are
the segments that are getting hammered now, and likely will
take some time to recover. Nearly 90% indicated that hotels and
regional malls would experience “severe” (10%-20% declines
in revenues/values) or “dramatic” (>20% declines in revenues/
values) impacts.
Lifestyle and big box/power center retail, senior housing, and
office are likely to experience “severe” impacts, equating to
between 10% and 20% decline in revenues/values.
Convenience/necessity retail will fare much better, with only
“moderate” (5%-9% declines) or “minimal” (<5% declines)
impact. Perhaps not surprisingly, in many of our conversations
with owners and operators of grocery-anchored neighborhood
shopping centers, the grocery stores have been experiencing
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20%+ increase in sales, while sales in the balance of the centers are down more than 50%. Collections in these types of centers range
widely between 50% and 80%, and many tenants are reaching out to landlords seeking primarily deferment, but also forbearance.
At the other end of the spectrum, industrial is expected to have minimal impact, with nearly 20% of survey respondents anticipating
that this segment will experience no impacts at all, and another 42% expecting only minimal (<5%) impact. Similarly, the healthcare and
medical office segments are expected to experience only minimal or no impacts.
In the for-sale housing space, builders and land developers are seeing traffic drop off precipitously, with most converting to virtual or
limited scheduled sales operations. Prices seem to be holding for the time being, but cancellations have increased, and many builders
and community developers are pulling back on spec home and land development activities.
Finally, in the rental apartment space, the majority of survey respondents expect moderate impacts to revenues and/or values. Owners
and operators report to us that most stabilized apartment communities have collected low to mid-90% of rents for April, but they expect
May to be worse. Occupancies are holding as few residents are electing to move in this environment, with most residents renewing or
extending. Lease-up pace of communities is 20% to 50% of pre-COVID levels. Concessions, while not discernable in the data yet, are
in the works.

Hospitality
Retail - Regional Mall
Resort Residential
Retail - Big Box/Power Center
Retail - Lifestyle
Senior Housing
Office
Student Housing
Retail - Convenience/Necessity
For-Sale Residential
Rental Apartments
Healthcare/Medical Office
Industrial

Dramatic
(>20%)
59%
50%
41%
31%
28%
16%
14%
13%
8%
6%
3%
1%
0%

Severe
(10%-20%)
28%
37%
36%
37%
44%
31%
41%
30%
17%
24%
26%
9%
5%

Moderate
(5%-9%)
8%
5%
13%
20%
21%
25%
33%
30%
34%
47%
42%
25%
26%

Minimal
(<5%)
2%
2%
2%
6%
3%
18%
5%
14%
27%
19%
25%
38%
42%

No
Impact
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
4%
2%
5%
11%
2%
2%
21%
19%

Source: RCLCO Real Estate Advisors

Based on RCLCO’s extensive interviews and conversations with real estate executives across the country in just the past week, property-/
project-level revenues during the “shut down” period for selected real estate sectors could vary significantly:
SEGMENT

REVENUE VARIATION

Industrial

-0% to -5%

Multifamily

-5% to -15%

For-Sale

-50% to -80%

Retail

-50% to -90%

Hospitality

-80% to -100%

As the Stage 1 Flattening Curve evolves into the Stage 2 Declining Cases condition, we expect industrial will snap back to trend line.
Multifamily and office collections will resume and improve, but still below pre-COVID-19 levels. Retail is likely to continue to suffer, and
may gain half of its losses over time – COVID-19 is likely to accelerate the trend already in place pushing marginal operators and those
subject to increasing e-commerce competition to go under. Hospitality will be one of the last real estate segments to recover, and may
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only make it back to 25% of pre-COVID-19 performance in 2020.
As the recovery gains steam, industrial will continue to be the “hot” sector as businesses fortify supply chains, businesses increase
inventories, and some manufacturing is repatriated. Collections at high quality multifamily and office assets start to match or exceed
pre-COVID-19 levels. Expect all type of retail to lag, but steadily improve as the consumer reengages. Hospitality will also lag in the
recovery, but will steadily improve as more essential businesses are activated, and fears of travel and convening subside.

AVAILABILITY OF CAPITAL
When asked about the impact that the recovery curve is likely to have on the ability to secure capital for various real estate investments
and activities, the majority of survey respondents believe that projects currently under construction will continue to be able to draw down
funds to continue making progress, particularly in places where residential construction has been deemed “essential.”
Similarly, a majority believe that there will be either sufficient or abundant availability of both equity and debt for refinancing/recapitalizing
stabilized income-producing real estate assets. However, most expect that securing capital, either debt or equity, for new projects will
be in limited supply.
Abundant
Availability

Sufficient
Availability

Limited
Availability

No
Availability

Don’t Know/
No Opinion

11%

65%

17%

1%

6%

10%

48%

32%

2%

9%

10%

49%

33%

1%

7%

Securing equity for planned new developments

4%

26%

57%

5%

7%

Securing construction debt for planned new
developments

2%

27%

59%

5%

7%

Continued funding of projects under construction
Securing equity for refinancing/recapitalization of
stabilized income producing real estate assets
Securing debt for refinancing/recapitalization of
stabilized income producing real estate assets

Source: RCLCO Real Estate Advisors

These sentiments are consistent with what RCLCO is hearing from its clients. Most construction projects are indeed continuing as
negotiated, with some changes around the edges with regard to LIBOR floors, etc. Strong sponsors with long-standing relationships
with banks and other lenders continue to have access to capital, and most deals that were inked pre-COVID-19 are closing largely at the
negotiated terms.
However, we are already seeing a steep drop in new transactions with only deep distress or long-term strategic investments taking place.
New borrowers or new investments and new developments are largely on hold. Debt capital markets are particularly constrained as
many lenders have been distracted by processing SBA and PPP loans. Some sponsors have dropped deals, but most have negotiated and
received delays and deferrals, and many deals are, or soon will be, in the process of being renegotiated. Pricing discovery and valuation
are impossible to determine, and this will likely continue to be the case until there is some better clarity on the shape of the recovery.
Truncated V-Curve anyone?!
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the data contained in this Advisory reflect accurate and timely information, and the data is believed to be reliable
and comprehensive. The Advisory is based on estimates, assumptions, and other information developed by RCLCO from its independent research effort and general
knowledge of the industry. This Advisory contains opinions that represent our view of reasonable expectations at this particular time, but our opinions are not offered
as predictions or assurances that particular events will occur.
Copyright ©️ 2020 RCLCO. All rights reserved. RCLCO and The Best Minds in Real Estate are trademarks of Robert Charles Lesser & Co. All other company and product
names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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"I have engaged RCLCO many times over the past 20 years. Each
assignment resulted in community lot sales pace and lot prices above my
pro forma values. RCLCO is the GOLD standard for real estate consulting."
-- Jimmie Jenkins, Vice President, Toll Brothers, Inc.

Since 1967, RCLCO has been the “first call” for real estate
developers, investors, the public sector, and non-real estate
companies and organizations seeking strategic and tactical advice
regarding property investment, planning, and development.
RCLCO leverages quantitative analytics and a strategic planning
framework to provide end-to-end business planning and
implementation solutions at an entity, portfolio, or project level.
With the insights and experience gained over 50 years and
thousands of projects–touching over $5B of real estate activity
each year–RCLCO brings success to all product types across the
United States and around the world.
RCLCO has expertise in five major areas: real estate economics,
investment strategy, asset management, management consulting,
and legal support. Our multidisciplinary team combines real-world
experience with the analytical underpinnings of thousands of
consulting engagements.

We develop and implement strategic plans that strengthen our
clients’ positions in a market or sector, add value to a property or
portfolio, and mitigate price erosion.
Since we first opened our doors, RCLCO has been governed by
our core values. We believe that excellence, integrity, honesty,
respect, exceeding expectations, and quality are great goals that
all firms must possess. These goals and values shape the culture
and define the character of our firm. They guide how we behave
and make decisions. Our extensive network provides us with a
unique and comprehensive outlook on the industry, not to mention
unmatched access to the best minds in real estate.

CONTACT US TODAY!
Joshua A. Boren, Director of Business Development
P: (310) 984-1757 | E: JBOREN@RCLCO.COM
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RCLCO.COM
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